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foreword
The publication of this booklet in England has arisen from a
chance meeting in the Cuban equivalent of Congress House
between members of a visiting T&G aviation workers’ dele-
gation and Debra Evenson, the author, in February 2002.
Debra had just finished writing a much longer report on

Cuban industrial relations and employment law that she was
introducing to the Cuban trade union leadership, our delega-
tion was almost ready to leave for the airport and fly home
when one of our Cuban hosts thought we may like to meet
Debra and so we were able to bring a copy of the longer work
home with us.
Since 2002, we have been conducting a triangular corre-

spondence between the T&G in London, Carolyn Jones at
the Institute and Debra in Havana turning the longer work
into the Comparative Note that you have before you.
The T&G is extremely pleased to be associated with the

publication of this booklet, not least because it makes con-
crete the work our Region of the T&G has been carrying out
with the Cuban labour movement and the Cuba Solidarity
Campaign in the UK.
Readers will be impressed that this booklet is no mere

“fanzine”. Debra reports on the Cuban unions critically recog-
nising that, in the changing economic environment, there is a
pressing need to equip its shopfloor leaders, its shop stew-
ards, with the skills necessary for an effective presence in the
workplace, such skills as representation on workers’ rights
and collective bargaining.
She also explains how, almost uniquely in the developing

world, the unions in Cuba have negotiated a system that
guarantees Cuban workers their domestic employment rights
when working for foreign owned corporations.
A study of industrial relations and employment law in

Cuba was long overdue; this booklet will hopefully bring the
situation in Cuba to a wider audience.

EddieMcDermott
Regional Secretary
T&G (South East & East Anglia)
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introduction1

One cannot write about labour policy and labour relations in
Cuba without a keen awareness of the polemic surrounding
the issue of labour rights in a one party system such as
Cuba’s. The close relationship between the Cuban Workers
Central (CTC), the unions and the Communist Party of Cuba
has caused some outside observers to dismiss Cuba’s trade
unions as nothing more than state or “company unions”
fronting for a non-existent labour movement. Such labelling,
however, imposes severe limitations on serious exploration
of the complexity of labour rights in the Cuban context and
consideration of the potential in such a system for unions to
give independent voice to workers’ interests. Narrowing the
frame of reference to a free-market, multi-party system not
only poses the theoretical dilemma of presuming no other
possibilities; as a methodology, it also lends itself to false
comparisons and conclusions that impede rather than engen-
der more profound examination. What’s more, we are cau-
tioned by ample evidence that workers and unions have suf-
fered substantially in various multi-party settings, suggesting
that the political system is not per se a determinant in the
equation of workers’ rights and participation in decision-mak-
ing.

background
Today, as in the 1960s, transforming the economy is consid-
ered the most pressing task of Cuba’s socialist government.
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990 coupled with mea-
sures tightening the United States embargo against Cuba pre-
cipitated a profound economic crisis that threatened the sur-
vival of Cuban socialism. As a result of these external factors
as well as internal deficiencies, the Cuban economy shrank
by more than 40 per cent in just four years between 1989
and 1993, creating severe shortages of materials and goods.
The standard of living of Cubans plummeted. Yet, against all
odds, Cuba survived and in 1994 began a modest, but sus-
tained recovery.

1 This article is adapted from a
92-page report published by the
Guild Law Center for Social and
Economic Justice in Detroit,
Michigan. The primary research
for this study was conducted
between May 2000 and May
2001. The methodology
consisted of a comprehensive
survey of Cuban labour
legislation and regulations,
published literature, interviews
and direct observation of the
labour relations process on the
shop floor and in workers’
meetings, and attendance at
municipal conferences and
national union congresses. A
panel of United States labour
law and union experts provided
ongoing consultation and advice
throughout the project. This
report was made possible by
the generous support of the
Arca Foundation, The
Christopher Reynolds
Foundation and the General
Service Foundation.
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The Cuban government maintains its resolve to develop a
sustainable socialist model as the best means to improve
conditions for workers and the population as a whole. There
is no plan to introduce a market economy based on private
enterprise, and any suggestions that Cuba should move in
that direction are rejected. Forced to make substantial
reforms since 1990, Cuban socialism has undergone a trans-
ition from a highly centralised economic model, patterned
after that of the former Soviet Union, to one which maintains
but moderates national government control of macro eco-
nomic policy while introducing decentralised decision-making
and management at the micro or enterprise level. Although
the effects of the economic decline are still acutely felt, the
reform process and the new measures being instituted have
begun to improve the circumstances and prospects for
Cuban workers.
It may seem axiomatic, but it bears stating that when the

revolutionary government of Cuba nationalised virtually all
private enterprises in 1960, it inevitably altered labour rela-
tions by establishing a socialist system that presumed the
disappearance of contradictions between employer and
employee. The principle of equitable distribution of resources
replaced the motivation of private profit. Sweeping reforms
yielded Cuban workers broad universal rights and guarantees
not previously enjoyed, including the right to employment,
equal pay for equal work, universal social security, a month’s
paid vacation, sick and maternity leave and free health care
and education.
However, the bureaucratic nature of the centralised plan-

ning and administrative institutions modelled after those of
the Soviet Union did not create conditions for active partici-
pation by workers and unions in policy development or work-
place management. Highly centralised decision-making left
little discretion to local enterprise management; government
not only determined prices, allocation of resources and pro-
duction plans, it also established salary ranges and regulated
most aspects of work and labour-management relations.
Recent reforms have reorganised the Cuban economy,

transitioning from a highly centralised economic model to one
that maintains but moderates national government control of
macroeconomic policy while introducing decentralised deci-
sion-making and management at the micro or enterprise
level. In addition, Cuba has courted limited foreign invest-
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ment, expanded the tourism industry and reformed its fiscal
and banking systems. Although some reforms have produced
inequalities, these and other measures have laid the basis for
a modest, but steady, recovery since 1994 enabling Cuba to
maintain and improve its national health care and educational
systems and to improve social services.
Both the economic crisis and ensuing transformations

define the context for labour relations and worker rights as
they unfold in Cuba today. Without doubt, the restructuring
of the economy has placed new demands on the labour
unions, obligating them to shed the passivity of the 1980s
and assume an increasingly active role as advisor and protag-
onist in both the development and implementation of policy.
In the workplace, the decentralisation of the economy and
centres of decision-making have introduced a new and unfa-
miliar environment for both labour and management requiring
a significant change in the dynamic of labour-management
relations. Solutions to problems are no longer handed down
from higher up requiring greater initiative and creativity if the
CTC, the unions and workers are to be true partners with
management in the process of increasing productivity and
improving salaries and working conditions.

trade unions
in Cuba
Since its founding in 1939, the Cuban Workers Central (CTC)
has been the only national organisation representing unions
in Cuba.2 Historically, the union movement has strongly
defended unity in its ranks: the CTC rejected fierce pressures
in the 1940s to purge it of communists and splinter its mem-
bership. Thus, the consolidation of that unity under a one-
party system after 1959 does not represent a break from the
tradition of a single national labour organisation that began
with the founding of the CTC.
Nevertheless, both the function of the CTC and that of its

19 member unions have changed dramatically over the
course of the past four decades. Today, the CTC and the
unions take on a dual role in Cuba’s socialist system: 1) to

2 Until 1992, the CTC was
recognised in the Cuban
Constitution as the
representative of Cuban
workers. The explicit reference
to the CTC was eliminated in
amendments adopted in July of
1992.
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further the economic, political and social interests of the
country as a whole; and 2) to protect the rights and advance
the standard of living of Cuban workers. As articulated by the
CTC, “[t]his double role is grounded in the concept that work-
ers are both employees and owners.”
Union membership is voluntary; but all workers have the

right to join. There are approximately four million workers in
Cuba; about 98 per cent are members of one of the national
unions. The unions and the CTC are totally self-financed from
monthly dues paid by their members and receive no subsidy
or other material assistance from the government or the
Party. Dues, averaging less than one per cent of salary, are
personally paid to a local union official, not automatically
deducted from salaries. The specific union representing a
worker depends on the industry or sector of his or her work-
place.
All workers, whether members of the union or not, have

the right to participate in monthly worker assemblies, discus-
sions and approval of the collective bargaining agreement,
election of worker representatives to the workplace griev-
ance panel and other activities not dependent on union mem-
bership.

relationship of the unions
to the Communist Party and
government
Fundamental to the Cuban socialist system is the concept of
a collective social/economic project. Pursuant to Cuban
socialist theory, workers are to be the direct beneficiaries of
economic development in terms of both individual income
and enjoyment of universal social services, thus creating a
framework for management-labour relations in which both
management and labour share a commitment to the same
objective: a more efficient, productive economy that provides
the economic basis for individual and collective security and
benefits. It is this unity of purpose and exercise of power that
provokes some observers to conclude that Cuban unions
have no autonomy or independent capacity to represent
Cuban workers.
The Cuban Communist Party determines the broad out-

lines of economic, political and social policy. As expressed in
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